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	Title, Name: EFFECT OF DISSOLVED OXYGEN ON D. ACETOXIDANS TO PRODUCE ENERGYThompson, ChelseaSt. Josephs School, Jacksonville, Florida
	text: The purpose of this project was to examine the effect of dissolved oxygen on the energy production of sludge bacteria in an effort to utilize the bacteria as an alternate source of electrical energy.  It was hypothesized that by feeding the bacteria with dissolved oxygen, the bacteria would produce more electricity.It was shown that when oxygen was injected at time=350 seconds, the dissolved oxygen concentration increased while the voltage stayed constant at 5 mV.  This observation suggested that the increased oxygen prevented the voltage from dropping any further.  It was also shown that as dissolved oxygen concentration increased so did the voltage.  In distilled water, in the absence of bacteria, increasing the dissolved oxygen concentration had no effect, and the voltage continued to drop rapidly to zero.  The results from this experiment support the hypothesis that as the concentration of dissolved oxygen increases the bacteria energy production increases.  In the absence of injected oxygen, the voltage drops, which also supports the hypothesis.The results of this project suggest that sludge bacteria may provide an additional source of renewable electrical energy.  It will also help society use less fossil fuel to produce electricity.  Therefore there will be cleaner air and less usage of natural resources.
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